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Abstract 

This research paper presents a new method for identifying and estimating food calorie content using 

Image Segmentation techniques. The method combines deep learning and Image Segmentation to 

improve accuracy in identifying and estimating food content. The two-step process involves food 

segmentation using a convolutional neural network and data augmentation strategy. The calorie 

calculation module, combining deep neural networks and data modeling, is used to categorize foods and 

estimate calorie content using established formulas. Extensive testing on real-world food images 

demonstrates that the method outperforms conventional methods, achieving over 90% average 

segmentation accuracy and less than 10% average calorie estimation error. 

 

Keywords: Computer vision, ML, DL, object detection, Mask R-CNN, Instance segmentation, 
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I. Introduction 

In today's healthcare system, the need for quality and proper nutritional assessments has become more 

urgent. The relationship between eating habits and overall health leads people to seek ways to 

understand their food choices and their impact on health goals. The routine food journaling and calorie 

counting process is cumbersome and error-prone, often leading to inaccurate estimates and poor results. 

The advent of computer vision and machine learning offers a revolutionary way to solve these problems. 

Image segmentation techniques combined with advanced algorithms are gaining popularity because of 

their potential to change the way we perceive, categorize and evaluate food. This research paper 

explores food information and calorie estimation through the lens of segmentation techniques. Using 

computer vision, deep learning, and data-driven approaches, the researchers aim to create powerful 

framework that can identify and describe individual food items. The framework will then separately 

estimate the calorie content of each Food item, providing an efficient and effective way to assess 

nutrition. This research is promising for many fields such as nutrition research, clinical nutrition and the 

food industry. The ability to accurately analyze food intake on a larger scale can provide insight into 

dietary patterns, provide recommendations for personalized nutrition, and help improve healthy eating. 

The methods used in the research, the data used for training and evaluation, the use of the segmentation 

model content, and the results from the experiments are all knowledge that grows physically at the 

intersection of computer vision, machine learning, and nutrition. 
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The research focuses on the integration of computer imagery and nutritional science, specifically Mask 

RCNN, to recognize food in food photos and accurately measure calories. This new approach combines 

the sample segmentation capabilities of Mask R-CNN with the optimization of food analysis, providing 

flexibility for food tracking and management. Mask R-CNN's ability to classify and segment with pixel-

level accuracy has important implications for food science by providing a better understanding of food 

consumption and improving health, which is increasingly applicable to humans, food and research 

scientists. This approach has the potential to revolutionize nutrition monitoring and personal health 

management by improving overall quality of life for individuals and organizations. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

1. The literature review of the research paper highlights the importance of using CNNs in food 

detection. Previous studies have highlighted the effectiveness of CNNs in image analysis because of 

their ability to learn and recognize features. Previous studies have demonstrated the success of CNNs 

in combating perception and recognition, including food. Researchers have demonstrated the 

potential of using CNN architectures for accurate food classification and detection as the basis of the 

scheme. This article aims to improve this work using CNNs for robust and efficient foraging through 

image processing. 

2. A literature review of these research article demonstrates the evolution of deep learning methods in 

food knowledge. Previous work has demonstrated the effectiveness of convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) for image-based food classification based on different data types and models. More 

importantly, developments such as adaptive learning have increased the accuracy of classification, 

while tracking techniques and combination techniques have become more advanced. This review 

specifically highlights the importance of food literacy for food analysis and health management and 

forms the basis of this article for in-depth research in this area. A literature review of these research 

article reveals pioneering work in food image recognition Research on convolutional neural 

networks (CNNs) has shown that they are effective at recognizing images and are the basis for food 

detection. Previous research has shown that CNNs are used in product recognition, making them 

suitable for food analysis. Work on dataset creation, augmentation, and model architecture 

underscores the evolution of food recognition methods. These advances demonstrate the potential of 

CNNs to provide efficient food analysis useful for food analysis, health monitoring and food 

research. 

3. Janaki Prasad Koirala's master's thesis is an important work in the field of computer vision for food 

research. This study explores methods of identifying foods in images that are important for dietary 

analysis. Koirala explores convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for accurate classification and 

offers ways to solve problems caused by different food sources and changes in presentation. This 

work provides insight into automatic food recognition, paving the way for further development in 

this area. This article forms the basis of our research demonstrating our method of "Food 

Information and Calorie Measurement Using Segmentation". 

4. The literature review of these research article highlights the importance of automatic food 

recognition in promoting healthy eating. Existing studies have demonstrated the potential of 

computer vision such as neural networks (CNNs) for accurate food classification. Integrating 

nutritional analysis into this framework improves the use of such systems. Challenges include 

dealing with different types of food, estimating size, and real-world applications. This study aims to 
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contribute to the field by solving these problems and proposing a new method that combines food 

analysis with nutritional analysis for quality assessment, nutrition and guidance. 

5. Previous studies have highlighted the power of deep learning in food visual analysis, including tasks 

such as ingredient identification, plate identification, and food analysis. Various combinations of 

neural network architectures, including CNN and its derivatives, have shown great success in food 

recognition. In addition, the potential of deep learning for food safety assessment is highlighted with 

a focus on detecting disease, spoilage and freshness through identification control images. This 

review provides advances in nutritional assessment and customer prevention, highlighting the 

importance of using deep learning techniques for food quality and safety assessment. 

 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this research is to develop a powerful new framework for food analysis by Mask R-

CNN with Instance segmentation. It automate the process of food recognition, calorie estimation and 

ingredients identification in food images. Leveraging the power of Mask R-CNN, we aim to achieve 

pixel-level sample segmentation to accurately identify and depict individual foods in complex food 

compositions.  

It address the limitations of traditional diet tracking by harnessing the power of computer vision 

Recognition, we attempt to identify each food item in a meal and provide a representative representation 

of it. Additionally, we aim to predict the calorie content of food distributions by providing a data- driven 

approach to nutritional assessment that outperforms guidelines in accuracy and works well. 

Incorporating content analysis into this framework can provide further insight into food consumption. 

By expanding the capabilities of Mask R-CNN, we able to identify components in compartmentalized 

foods. This aspect of the study will help ensure transparency in food choices and adhere to various 

dietary restrictions and preferences. 

 

IV. NEED OF PROJECT 

The proposed project addresses key issues in modern nutritional assessment and consumer health. In the 

age of health awareness, accurate food identification is essential. Traditional methods of describing 

food and estimating its calorie content are time-consuming and error- prone. This project aims to change 

this process by integrating new technologies. This project will be able to identify and classify individual 

foods in food images using Mask R- CNN and sample segmentation. 

This not only speeds up the analysis process, but also makes it easier to make accurate predictions. The 

integration of deep learning techniques has improved the body's ability to adapt to different foods and 

food compositions. The innovation provides the content of transparent menus for dietary restrictions and 

allergies, providing key information such as food analysis and calorie estimates. Enhances personal 

health and nutrition research by making food tracking accurate and informative from the busy 

workforce. The Mask R-CNN segmentation function contributes to this improvement. 

 

V. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed project is to create a comprehensive system for "food recognition, calorie estimation using 

segmentation, and content presentation" by leveraging the power of Mask R- CNN and sample 

segmentation. This new approach aims to revolutionize the measurement and understanding of nutrition. 

This helps food management, health monitoring and supports the food industry with food preparation 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
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and nutrition information. The user-friendly interface enhances usability and influences education and 

research by connecting the fields of research, computer vision and nutrition. Overall, the new project 

combines technology and food products to provide solutions for food analysis and nutrition awareness. 

First, the system will use Mask R-CNN to sort and classify the food in the image. By identifying 

differences between meals, the system increases the detail of nutritional analysis more than traditional 

methods Secondly, the system will be integrated with the calorie counter. Using fractionated foods, 

portion sizes, and pre-learned nutritional values, the system will provide the correct calories for each 

identified food. 

In addition, the system will provide a unique capability by revealing hash data using the sample 

segmentation feature of R-CNN. This will include highlighting and labelling specific areas in segmented 

foods, allowing users to view the ingredients of complex dishes, helping people with dietary restrictions 

or preferences. 

The activity plan addresses the limitations of food tracking guidelines and simple calorie estimation 

methods. Integrating segmentation, calorie counting and equipment, the system provides a solution for 

people, doctors and researchers to gain a deeper understanding of the beverage they consume. The 

results not only benefit human health, but also contribute to nutritional research and raise awareness of 

food choices. 

 
Fig. Block diagram Of Food Discernment and Calories Estimation Using Segmentation 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
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VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, we created our own training and test data for the Mask RCNN model. This file contains 

images of various foods. There are 5000 food pictures in the file. The proposed model was implemented 

in Python and tested using Kaggle. Additionally, annotation is made on the computer vision 

development framework Roboflow platform to improve data collection, preprocessing and training 

models. 

The system offers users the flexibility to input data through two distinct methods. The first involves 

submitting information directly through an image selected from device, while the second entails 

providing a URL sourced from the internet. This dual-input approach enhances user convenience and 

accommodates diverse preferences in data submission. 

Snap of sample result is given below: 

 
Figure 1. Input type 1: Select Input Image From Device 

 
Figure 2. Input type 2: providing a URL for Rice Image. 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
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Figure 3. Input type 2: providing a URL for Jalebi and Pizza Image. 

 

VII. APPLICATIONS 

The integration of Mask R-CNN with instance segmentation has great potential to improve customer 

experience and business leadership in different applications such as food analysis and self- management. 

• Diet Tracking and Personalized Nutrition Management: 

Mask R-CNN app for food recognition and calorie estimation makes it easy for people to keep track of 

their diet. By classifying and analyzing various food items in food photos, users can understand 

their food choices in real time. This paves the way for more informed dietary decisions and supports 

personalized meal planning. Calorie estimation combined with useful information allows users to 

understand food content, which can help control weight, health goals and overall health. 

• Consumer Awareness and Education: 

Raise consumer awareness with Mask R-CNN to highlight content and nutrition. Through the 

segmentation pattern, the system can address ingredients in food, making it easier for consumers to 

identify possible allergens or unwanted additives. This transparency promotes food security and enables 

people to make purchasing decisions that meet their nutritional needs. 

• Quality Control in the Food Industry: 

In the food industry, the application of Mask R-CNN with sample segmentation can improve the quality 

control process. By accurately identifying and breaking down components, the technology ensures 

consistency in production. In addition, the ability to detect foreign substances or contaminants in food 

can help improve food safety standards, prevent recalls and increase reliability on customers. 

• Health Research and Research: 

Scientists and nutritionists can benefit from nutrient analysis and calorie calculation on Mask R- CNN. 

Technology simplifies the data collection process for food research, making it easier to analyze large 

sample sizes. Additionally, scientists can understand food quality and their health effects by identifying 

products and estimating their food content. 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
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In summary, the combination of Mask R-CNN with sample segmentation for recognizing food, 

estimating calories and ingredients identification provides a versatile approach with wide application. It 

not only revolutionizes personal nutrition management, but also supports food safety, consumer 

education, business management and nutrition, promoting health and advancing the food industry. 

 

VIII. CHALLENGES 

We encountered many problems while working on these projects, the most difficult of which was to 

work on the Kaggle platform. It may have a bugs that causes the weight to run slowly and 

inappropriately. 

• Differences in Food Products: 

Food products may differ in color, shape, size, appearance and background. This variability can make it 

difficult for samples to clearly identify and classify different foods. 

• Instance Segmentation Accuracy: 

Instance segmentation should not only detect objects but also classify them using masks. Making sure 

the mask is correct can be difficult, especially when there is contact or overlap with food. 

• Restricted Information: 

Collecting large, diverse, and labelled data for guidelines can be resource-intensive and time- 

consuming. The availability of comprehensive registration information may be limited, particularly for 

smaller or regional foods. 

• Data Inaccuracy: 

Some foods may have more data than others, which can cause problems with class deficiencies and 

potentially affect model performance. 

 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The research demonstrates the potential of the Mask R-CNN architecture for "Food Recognition and 

Calorie Estimation Using Segmentation". Through joint segmentation, Mask R-CNN can identify and 

classify individual foods in complex meal images, providing a solid basis for accurate calorie 

estimation. This approach has the potential to revolutionize nutritional assessment by complementing the 

analytical process and providing accurate calorie information. The results of extensive experiments 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the Mask R-CNN framework in solving food identification and calorie 

estimation problems. This method segments person's diet, storing important spatial information for 

accurate calorie counting, unlike traditional methods that rely on manual identification. 

 

This study demonstrates the possibility of using computer vision techniques to facilitate nutritional 

analysis and provide a more accurate picture of food intakes. Automatic and accurate food identification 

in food photos, combined with calorie estimation, can aid nutritional research, personalized 

recommendations and nutritive food improvement. Integrating Mask R-CNN's cloud server 

segmentation capabilities with food analysis bridges the gap between computer vision and food science. 

This research opens the door to further research and advancement in food image analysis based on 

design technology. The combination of sample segmentation and calorie estimation provides a 

seamless, accurate and broadly accessible view into the future of food tracking. 
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